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Introduction

Outplay Adventures; LLC was formed in November 2009 as the United States affiliate of
TREEGO® Canada. The company was created to market, sell, design, install and provide operations enterprise to TREEGO® aerial adventure parks throughout the United States.

 		The following guide is designed to help interested licensees with the basic steps to acquire
a TREEGO® aerial adventure
park.
 		This guide will also help
you prepare for your initial meeting with Outplay Adventures.
 		The preliminary step is to
review this guide thoroughly and
complete a feasibility study. We
will gladly schedule the preliminary meeting once you confirm your interest based on project feasibility.  Our first meeting will
launch the business process and help you get to know us. This will also enable us to learn more
about your vision and visit your future TREEGO® location to help you evaluate its full potential.
 		Providing support throughout the entire process is very important to us, and we hope this
guide will be helpful in answering many of your questions and concerns.
 		Our vision is to develop an extensive TREEGO® network. We look forward to sharing this
ambition and hope that our cooperative efforts will secure our place as a leader in the field while
continually innovating our products and ideas.
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Discover TREEGO®

		TREEGO® was adapted from the French D’Arbre
en Arbre Concept, headquartered in Baratier, France.

Over the past 10 years, we have built parks in three
countries including the United States, Canada and Europe. We pride ourselves in the quality and safety of our
products and great attention to detail. TREEGO® is the
exclusive agent for our adventure parks in the world.
 		The TREEGO® head office is located in Bois-desFilion, Quebec. Our expertise is in operating, designing
and building innovative adventure courses. When you
are considering a project as important as this, you want
superior quality. Our products are guaranteed to meet or exceed the strict international industry
standards. Through our engineering excellence, concern for the environment, passion for quality, and innovation and safety, we have established a solid reputation.
 		To learn more, contact us or better yet visit any of our locations. It would be our pleasure
to guide you through the various difficulty levels of our treetop courses.  Each TREEGO® park
traditionally has 5 courses with a variety of challenges.
		A visit to one of our licensed parks will assure you of the superior quality and safety of this
adventure.
Our future goals include licensing operators in major tourist areas throughout the United
States and around the globe.
		Planning generally begins 6 to 12 months prior to construction so it is important to plan
ahead as our new license schedule is established early in the year. Please contact us to ensure
your place in our new park development calendar.
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A New Sport Trend

		An adventure course is a series of exciting physical challenges accessible to all. In a
safety controlled environment, participants experience new thrills and test personal limits.

		Parks normally have 3 to 5 treetop courses totalling 45 to 70 elements constructed from
a variety of materials, such as ropes, steel cables and wood. The difficulty increases from one
course to the next and caters to a wide range of skills levels. Our
light aerial structures link tree to tree in perfect harmony with the
environment. Participants feel safe at all times, securing themselves to a lifeline as they progress through the heights. Visitors
can marvel at the stunning bird’s eye view and indulge in a truly
unique nature experience.
We have developed a superior quality product that is entirely
environmentally-friendly. All wood materials used for platform construction is natural (cedar and larch) and chemical-free. All sites
are built with the greatest respect and care for the environment.
®
		TREEGO strives to promote adventure and ecotourism in the United States and worldwide. Our partners benefit from the direct and indirect advantages of networking, such as cohesive marketing, development strategies and pooled resources.   We are confident that our
network improves the overall quality and diversity of our range of products.
		Ecotourism and the adventure industry are a growing trend internationally promising further expansion worldwide in the coming years. Each new park cements our place in the adventure industry while offering customers distinctive recreational destinations.
		With more than 20 years combined experience in France, Canada and the United States,
TREEGO® has gained valuable technical skills, assembled an extraordinary team of qualified
experts and has become an industry leader in the design and building of aerial adventure parks.
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Tree-Top Adventure Course

Rope Course Products
Each course has about 10 to 15 aerial challenges of progressive difficulty level and height.
Aerial challenges are varied and include cable bridges, Tarzan ropes, ziplines, swings, ladders
and much more!
		Our smaller parks generally
have three courses for juniors and
adults, compiling up to 45 various aerial challenges. Each course is colorcoded according to the difficulty level,
much like downhill ski trails. Easy-tofollow signs support participants progress through the course with ease.
		We also design children’s
courses with 15 extra challenges, for a
course project totalling 60 elements.
		A standard park offers great variety with its 70 aerial challenges divided into four colourcoded courses for juniors and adults, and one for children.  These have become the product of
choice for 80% of our promoters.
Benefits
		Our goal is to provide an original treetop adventure experience at sites that boast panoramic views over beautiful landscapes.  Elements gaining progressively in height and difficulty
allow participants to challenge themselves to experience a rewarding adrenaline rush in a safe
and fun way.
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Benefits

		Experience a new outdoor activity that offers the ultimate physical and personal challenge. Participants can develop abilities such as balance, self-empowerment, responsibility and
concentration, as well as overcome fears with positive risk taking. Above all, it is an opportunity
to have fun and to rediscover the childhood pleasures of climbing trees in a completely safe environment.
		TREEGO® is the perfect getaway no matter what age or ability. Participants can share
this thrilling adventure with friends or family and be rewarded with a great sense of well-being
and special memories.
		Extreme courses are also available to satisfy even the most demanding athletes.
Customers
		TREEGO® parks is the perfect adventure for children (minimum height of 48 in.), teens
and adults. It is the ideal activity for local and visiting customers, recreation centers, summer
camps, corporate outings, schools, colleges, and universities.
		Certain courses require a minimum height and an adult must accompany children under
16 years of age.
Operations
Trained guides outfit participants with customized gear and provide a short briefing on
safety and equipment use on a demonstration course.
		Guides also coach participants by providing advice and level encouragement as the difficulty and height increases.
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Equipment
		All harnesses, carabineers, lanyards and pulleys meet all safety standards and are inspected regularly.
Proposed Operating Calendar
		Summer, high season and school holidays: open daily
		Winter: certain restrictions apply
		Low season: weekends and upon reservation
“Truly Extreme
Adventure Exceeds
Expectations”
Adirondack Extreme
Adventure Course exceeded
my expectations. It was
truly challenging, with five
increasingly difficult courses
consisting of ziplines,
ropes, & log obstacles, all
suspended in the trees of
Upstate NY. The quality
of the park and activities
were well worth the money
and I highly recommend it.
My 47 yr old husband said
its some of the most fun
he’s had as an adult!
Trip Advisor, 7/25/2011
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Site Evaluation

		The initial step to begin a TREEGO® park is securing a location. This often means creating solid business ties. Potential promoters must obtain a construction permit and land rights

for a lot approximately 5 to 7 acres in size.  The site should be flat, hilly or scarped forested
land ideally located near a tourist area. All necessary authorizations for operating a TREEGO®
park for a minimum 15-years period must
be obtained. If leasing land, it is necessary
to produce a lease contract with the land
managers and/or owners.
During construction, it may be necessary to cut a few trees for the various
bridges to eliminate any risks. It is important to remain realistic as many factors
influence course design including: slope,  
type of forest cover, forest maturity, tree
health and species, condition and spacing
of trees, wind conditions, type of soil, etc.
Some sites may just not be suitable.  For
this reason, a site assessment visit is essential to determine specific costs and variables.
		Other strategic and technical issues will also be considered. For instance, a site requires
easy access and ample parking spaces.
		The reception and equipment center must have electricity and water. In some cases,
installation of fencing may be necessary.
 		When solicited by several locations within a given territory, we tend to privilege the site
with the best views.
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Tree-Health Assessment

		Some restrictions apply when anchoring treetop structures. Our species of choice are
pine, larch and hardwood trees (maple, oak, beech, and elm). Trees must also have a minimum

diameter of 12”to 15” (DHP) to allow greater flexibility in platform height adjustment.
		Some very large trees
can support more than one platform and sometimes more than
one bridge. Our experience has
shown however, that it would be
difficult to develop a park using
fewer than 40 trees.
		Tree spacing may vary,
as some challenges can be quite
long and installing more complex
elements may require greater
proximity of supporting trees. The
walking distance between each
“We walked on cable wire, moving posts, swung to and climbed
course should not exceed 3 to 4 across a rope net, ziplined and so much more ... I don’t think that
minutes. The total course is less there is anything we didn’t enjoy about this trip.”
than 3/4 of a mile long and lasts Visitor - CBK Mountain Adventure, Mellody T.
about 2.5 hours.
		An expert will conduct an in-depth study of tree-health (age, health, life expectancy, damage, signs of decay and disease) essential for final tree selection.  A copy of the independent
study detailing the trees to be used will be provided by the potential licensee.
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Construction

		Outplay Adventures team of expert engage in ongoing training in Canada and Europe.
Our custom construction manual ensures specifications are rigorously followed leaving no room
for improvisation.
		Always innovating, our research and development program is continually testing new
products and ideas.
		All activities receive the highest level of care in design and construction, using only the
best materials. As a result structures are safe and wear well through years of exposure and
heavy use. We use wood that naturally resists decay and our ropes and nets are obtained from
the best suppliers.  Major international manufacturers supply all steel wiring.  All our hardware is
built to the highest standards and is treated against corrosion.
During our first meeting, you will examine various samples and witness the superior quality of our materials. Visit any TREEGO® location and you will know why we are recognized for
our expertise in engineering state of the art challenge courses.

“A Real
Adventure!!!!!!”
My husband and I
had such a fabulous
time at CBK’s treetop
adventure!! The staff
was friendly, helpful,
polite, patient, and
very encouraging!! It
was a unique & very
exciting adventure.
Trip Advisor,
September 8, 2010
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Protecting the Environment

		TREEGO® is the ultimate nature adventure. We take special care to customize each
course to blend with its natural setting. We also allow special consideration to reduce environ-

mental impact and maximize tree longevity. Few trees are cut or pruned, even for walking trails,
however some clearing is necessary to ensure safety and improve forest health.
Routine site maintenance and
tree-health monitoring make TREEGO®
a great way to improve forest management and environmental conservation.
We protect the trunk from damage by using protective half logs which
reduce cuts and deformation due to
anchor tension. No chemically treated
wood is used. All walking trails are
clearly marked to protect the forest
floor.
We take pride in our continued efforts to protect and enhance our rich
natural ecosystems and encourage
their regeneration.
“Not Just for the Winter!”
“We went in the summer, on a cloudy day. We
did the aerial obstacle course, it was awesome!
It was the most fun we had on our whole trip.”
Visitor - Gunstock Mountain Resort, Julian C.
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Market Trends and Profitability

 		TREEGO® is a safe outdoor adventure for the entire family! A growing trend in the ecotourism industry this sector has shown a promising growth of 9% worldwide last year alone.

Our parks engage between 200 and 350 visitors a day (15,000 and 30,000 clients annually) yet
maintenance costs are low.
		During the peak season, effective operation of 70-challenge course
requires 6 to 10 employees for 84 working hours a week (8:00am to 8:00pm, 7
days a week).
		We look forward to discussing
TREEGO® operations in greater detail
at our next meeting. Our full service
rate includes a feasibility study, operating license, operation manual, Charter of Safety & Quality, business plan
(upon request), network marketing
plan, course materials and signs, tools,
labor, employee lodging and travel expenses, 80 harnesses (small park) to
140 harnesses (5-color park), cutting and cording (removal not included), support and Manager
or Guide Leader training.
		TREEGO® is interested in serious promoters who have the financial resources to realize
this ambitious project.  A down payment is required to conduct the technical study.  The project
is officially launched with the signing of the operating license.
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Operating License Contract

The operating license is the official contract authorizing your park to operate as a
TREEGO® branded park and includes you as part of our network.
		Our license contract is exclusively for products built and sold by TREEGO®. The operating license contract is exhaustive and includes a service contract defining high quality & safety
standards to which both parties mutually agree.  The document also defines annual pre-opening
inspection and accreditation obligations.  It details required procedures for staff training, major
maintenance, new additions and modifications.  It is your guarantee that TREEGO® quality and
safety standards are respected at all our parks.
Mutual protection is another benefit of the operating license.  As we are not a franchise,
the contract stipulates the freedoms both parties have.
Compared to franchises, this system gives you greater flexibility in how you chose to
manage your company.  Additionally, you also benefit from being part of a network of successful
parks and can take advantage of proven marketing plans and strategies.

“Thanks so much for
the efficient evacuation of course 5 during
the thunderstorm. Your
guides are well trained
and very professional.
We had a magnificent
time today!”
Visitor - Adirondack
Extreme Adventure
Course, Sue Z.
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Charter of Safety
and Quality Control

		To maximize our performance, TREEGO® has created a Charter of Safety & Quality Control. This charter ensures all operators can guarantee user safety and satisfaction.

		As an integral part of the operating license, all our partners are bound to the Charter of
Safety & Quality Control. The charter covers staff training, yearly accreditation, inspections (annually, monthly), and operating procedures. At TREEGO®, we make safety a priority so that you
can provide your visitors with a thrilling adventure and memories to cherish forever!
		We strive to meet or exceed even the most rigorous standards, such as those proposed
by Aventure Écotourism Quebec Canada and the International Union of Associations of Mountain Guides.
		Reliable statistics of incident reports over a 25-year period will convince you that our
product is very safe. It is clear why TREEGO® stands for safety and superior value.

14.

Protected Zones

 		We are currently working with potential buyers who will operate in different regions with
possible park locations. Our company policy is to protect our clients’ sites and the potential for
profitable operation. Each one of our business partners is assured a protected territory. An estimate of the customer potential allows you to rely on a comfortable client base. If two applications are entered on the same territory, the site offering the best potential for its owner will be
selected.
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Business Plan

 		TREEGO® has an in-house consultant service that can provide considerable support. Depending on your financial needs, we will gladly
assist you in developing your business plan,
which must include a cash flow for the first year of
operation. Supporting our partners throughout the
business process is important to us. To start the
process we look forward to establishing contact
with you.

16.

Steps for Project Development		 

                
		
I.
		
II.
III.
		
IV.
		
V.
		
VI.
		
VII.
		
VIII.
IX.
X.

First contact and presentation document
Site evaluation, feasibility study and plan
Land use authorization and financial strategy
Liability contract
Operating license
Charter of Safety and Quality control
Adventure course construction
Advertising campaign
Manager training and defining operations
Official launch event
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Overview

	 	Starting up an adventure course
• To bring a dynamic activity to your region.
		Standard capacity estimates
• 5 to 7 acres of land
• 70 challenges divided into 5 courses
• Capacity of 160 participants simultaneously
• 250 to 400 visitors daily (high-season)
• 15,000 to 40,000 visitors annually.

18.

Marketing/Support Materials

		Outplay Adventures LLC. also owns and operates Adirondack Extreme Adventure Course
located in Bolton landing, NY (2007). Adirondack Extreme was the first aerial adventure course
to open in the United States. As a result Outplay offers complete marketing support materials for
our partners.

• Image Gallery

• HD Video Clips


• HDTV/Web fully produced

			
customizable videos

• Ad Templates
www.Adiro
Bolton La
nding
I-87 Exit
(518) 494-724
200

ndackExt

reme.com


SAVE $3 ON

Each Adult/Kids
Course Admission
(See www.adirondackextreme.com for coupon)

Bolton Landin
g
(518) 494-72 I-87 Exit 24
00

Reservations
highly recomme
nded.
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Our Courses

			

• Adirondack Extreme
  Adventure Course
(Bolton Landing, N.Y. - 2007)

			

• CBK Mountain Adventures
(Tannersville, PA - 2010)

			

• Gunstock Mountain Resort
(Gilford, NH - 2011)

			

• Skytop Lodge
(Skytop, PA - 2011)

			

• Flagstaff Extreme
(Flagstaff, AZ - 2012)

			
			

• Treetop Adventure Park
(Nashville Shores Hermitage, TN - 2012)

			

• Tree-Umph
(Bradenton, FL - 2012)

TM

TM
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How to Reach Us		 

                
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Dave or Jamie Johnson
Outplay Adventures, LLC
PO Box 280
Cleverdale, NY 12820
Telephone: 201.446.1146
Fax: 518.656.9572
Email: info@outplayadventures.com
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